
Sid  and  Kim

Play  a  Game



Time for Silent e! Add the Silent e to the end
of a word and the prior vowel becomes long. 
Look for the a_e pattern like in /c/ /ā / /k/ e.

Fun
Phonics

Tips

ā
Look for this sound!
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Sid    and    Kim    like    to

play    games.

They    like    to    play    in

the    shade.
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"I    want    to    be    red!"

says    Sid. 

Sid    grabs    the    red    peg.
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"I    want    to    be    red    too!"

says    Kim.

Kim    is    getting    upset.    

She    wants     the     red    peg.

She    blames    Sid.
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"Hmmm. . . ,"    Sid    thinks.

"Can    I    save   the    game?"

The    stakes    are    big.

He    wants   it    to    be

a    good    game    for    both

of    them.
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"You    can    be    red    now,

but    can    I    be    red    next

game?"    asks    Sid.

Kim    says,    "Yes,    thank    you!"    

Sid    takes    the    red    peg

and    gives    it    to    Kim.
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Sid    and    Kim    are    having

fun    playing    the    game.

"Oh    no!"    says     Kim.

"Don't    let    Chip    jump    on

the    game!" 
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"Chip    has    made    a    mess

of    the    game!"    says    Sid.

"Let's    reset    it.

You    can    still    be    red."

"Thanks,    Sid,"    says    Kim.

"The    game    is    saved!"
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CVC Word Activity

Decodable Words

blame
game
made
save

save
shade
stake
take

Target Phonics Skill

Final e Long Vowels
a_e pattern

Decodable Words can be sounded out
based on the letter-sound relationships.
High-Frequency Words are the most
commonly used words. Your reader will
begin to recognize them. 
Final e Long Vowel Words contain a
vowel and a final e, separated by a
consonant. The first vowel is long and
the final e is silent, like in cake.

Final e Fun

When words end with a
Silent e, the previous
vowel becomes long
and the final e is silent.
These words typically
follow a CVCe pattern.

Practice adding the
Silent e to make the
long vowel sound. 

can
tap

cane
tape

Silent e
Silent e

=
=

+
+

High-Frequency Words

eat
good
their

fly
out

were
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